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Tahrir AI- ~l Fatawa on AI- Tanbih, AI-Menhag  
AI-Hawy by The chief Wali AI-Din Abi Zaraa 

Dr. Hanan Issa Al-Hazmi 

Abstract: 

Thanks to God possessor of Majesty and honor. Then prayer 
and peace are upon the Envoy with mercy to the whole universe, 
his family, his friends and all his follower.  

The chosen book to be the subject of investigation and study 
is ["Tahrir AI- ~l Fatawa on AI- Tanbih,AI-Menhag AI-Hawy by 
The chief Wali AI-Din Abi Zaraa  

Ahmed Ibn The chief Zain AI-Din Abi AI-Fadl Abd 
EI-Rahim AI-Iraqui (762- 826) AD. It is one of the books of the 
heritage of Shafae creed.  

This book is about a group of Jokes from three abridged 
which have their own great scientific place at The Shafae creed. 
Those are:  

AI-Tanbih [Warning] by AI-Sherazy (476) AD, AI-
Menhag [Plain Road] by AINawawi (676)AD,AI-Hawi AI-
Saghir [The Small Containing] by AIKazwini (665) AD.  

"AI-Goalaa" book is the special part for this research 
and I depended on four copies beside the text and I obliged 
with the chosen text.  

This research included the introduction, the text and the 
investigation of the book. At the introduction I mentioned to the 
importance of the book. The description of the reliable copies and 
author's translation is my way in the investigation. Then, I supply 
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the research with the list of resorts.  

"Editing Legal Decisions"["Tahrir AI-Fatawa"] book 
is considered a calumniator in the creed for modern. It is a 
complementary to the efforts of abbreviated owners for 
reaching to what the legal decisions reach in creed. It edited 
the ways, the sayings and the answers in minute and exacted 
way, showed not only the disagreement but what is 
preferred to solve the dispute ,cared with the excepted 
branches which the modern has no quotation for it. It not 
only mentioned to what quoted from modern ,but it may 
outweigh some of it also. This book is distinguished with his 
author's great knowledge in Hadith.  

For a complete version of the paper in Arabic see pp 101-178 (IIPart) 
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